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Office of International Education hosts 2nd Study Abroad Fair
schools.
when he went toa USG faculty
"[It is] a chanceto meet new trip.
"I have a lot of experience
The Office of Internation people," said Political Science
al Education held its Study Professor Jose de Arimateia taking students abroad,"
da Cruz, who is participating Rinalducci said. He has previ
Abroad Fair on Feb.10.
ously taken students on trips
in the Spain trip.
Professors and staff from
"Studying abroad expose[s] to Trinidad and Vietnam.
various departments displayed
For most of the two-week
the options they will offer for students to global opportu
nities that we have," Kasting programs, students can earn
this spring and summer.
up to six credit hours, de
The goal of the fair was to said.
The available transient pending on what classes they
encourage students to expand
their education through expe study abroad and the upcom choose to take.
The trips fulfill the "stu
ing summer options include:
riencing new places.
"[It is] always a success Argentina, Chile, Ghana, Cos dents' goals, as well as strate
when program directors get to ta Rica, France, Mexico, Czech gic goals," Kasting said.
The sponsors aim for class
speak to students about what Republic, Spain , China, Eng
they are going to be doing," land, Germany, Russia and room education, while includ
said Assistant Director of In Ireland. Full semester trips ing different activities, touring
and leisure time.
ternational Education, Kristin are also offered.
To make trips affordable,
Sociology Professor Dr. Ned
Kasting.
There was a trip available Rinalducci wants to take stu AASU offers scholarships as
to every major on campus - dents to Argentina this sum well a s a list of scholarships
some including other Univer mer because he was "very from other lenders.
Education Professor Dr.
sity System of Georgia (USG) impressed" with what he saw

By Kylie Horn
Staff Reporter

SGA approves
student organization s
budget
Joseph Prouse
Staff Reporter and
Carmen Singleton
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

The Student Govern
ment Association (SGA) ap
proved the fiscal 2010-11 of
$560,000 student organiza
tion budget at their meeting
on Feb.15.
Oluwayomi Adeyema, the
Student Government As
sociation's (SGA) newest
senator, was sworn in dur
ing the SGA meeting.
Chief Wayne Willcox of
the University Police De
partment announced that
the search for Bryce Daniel
Tarter, who has been miss
ing since Jan. 31, continues,
and that the Georgia Bureau
of Information and Naval
Criminal Investigative Ser
vice are now involved in the
case.
Treasurer Zerik Samples
announced that the SGA's
balance is $9911.75 as of
Feb.15.
Last week's meeting

HOLA fundraiser
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The Student Government
Association (SGA) hosted
its first blood drive of the
year with the American
Red Cross (ARC); in an ARC
bloodmobile in the Science
Center parking lot on Feb. 9
All participants filled out
a card for a $1,000 gift card
provided by the ARC be fore
getting on the bus.
The requirements for do
nating blood include the
donor be in good health, is
not taking antibiotics, must
be 17 years of age and no
less than 110 pounds. Last
ly, the donor cannot have a
non-sterile body piercing or
tattoos less than 12 months
old.
Eligible donors gave whole
blood or red blood cells in
side the ARC's mobile blood
donation station and re

Patrick Thomas said studying
abroad is a great opporunity
for students interact with oth
er culture.
"I conduct study abroad
programs here ... because my

students can see, touch and
hear other cultures," Thomas
said.
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75th anniversary web site

The web site, 75.armstrong.
edu, serves as a place for alumni
to bring together their memories
at AASU through the decades.
The site includes
information about events
planned throughout 2010 to
commemorate the anniversary
and AASU throughout history
from archival material obtained
from Lane Library.

By Hank sharpe

American Red Cross takes blood donations from AASU students in the Sci
ence Center parking lot on Feb. 9.

College tuition and fees have
gone through the roof as gov
SGA President Tamer ernment funding has dried up.
Amer told The Inkwell he This comes at a particularly
met with the Board of Re bad time as college-saving ac
gents (BoR) to discuss the. counts have toppled. At the
fiscal 2010-11 budget, uni same time, supplemental work
versity fees and House Bill for students has dried up as
615.
older Americans, laid-off from
career-track jobs, willingly ac
USG budget
cept minimum-wage jobs just
to bring insome cash.
Last year, when Georgia
College endowments also
received its stimulus mon continue to shrink, making it
ey, the state gave the Uni more difficult for colleges to of
versity System of Georgia fer grants and scholarships.Fi
(USG) $140 million but also nally, private student loans are
cut the $140 million budget harder to obtain, with a drop
to break even.
of about 30 percent as banks
Amer said by fiscal year raised lending standards.
2010 the money will run
In response, our federal
out, and additional cuts are government has broadened
coming in fiscal year 2011.
loan programs for students
Amer also said the state by offering more loans, more
wants to use Georgia Lot money and better rates while
tery and USG money to fund increasing tax breaks for par
programs other than the ents. An expanded tuition
HOPE scholarship.
credit for households with up
However, though more to $160,000 in adjusted gross
students are qualifying for income could trim as much
HOPE, lottery revenue is as $2,500 from your tax bill.
staying the same and will Still, th e economic downturn
run out in 2012 if something means many families need to
2. Federal Perkins Loan
is not done.
rethink how and how much Program
The state is considering they'll need to borrow.
increasing the criteria for
Here are six public and pri
Low-interest Perkins loans
HOPE to a 3.2 GPA or cou vate types of college financial of u p to $4,000 a year go t o
pling it with SAT scores.
aid.
students with the greatest fi
Another option would
nancial need. Perkins Loans
be to make the scholarship
1. Free Application for carry a fixed interest rate of
need-based. Parents making Federal Student Aid .(FAF- 5 percent for the duration of
over a certain salary would SA)
the 10-year repayment period.
not receive assistance to

Irish Festival

A new web site kicks off the
celebration of the University's
75th anniversary of its founding
in 1935.

ceived refreshments on the
"way out.
Senior Pamala Howard
has donated blood before.
' "I always try to donate
when I have the opportunity
because there is a short
age, and I am eligible, so
why not? I can save a life,"
Howard said.
Sen. Ty Slater said their
goal of 42 units came under
because of the weather and
because ARC was under
staffed.
"We had about 35 donors.
Unfortunately we had to
close byaround 3:30 because
it started raining, but other t
han
that I
would say it was a success,"
said SGA Sen. Giulianna
Calvo.
The next blood drive is
planned for April 6.

Your first step is
to fill out the FAFSA form colleges
usually
require
before awarding
aid, from
merit
scholarships
to
need-based grants
and loans. The
Department
of
Education begins
accepting the ap
plications on Jan.
1 of each year. Ap
plicants who have
filled out a FAFSA
in previous years
are able to fill out
a renewal FAFSA,
but information
on taxes and sav
ings, for example,
must be updated
annually. The form includes
numerous questions regarding
the student's finances, as well
as those of h is or her family,
if the student is a dependent.
The answers are entered into
a formula that determines the
Expected Family Contribution
(EFC).

18th annual Savannah

Campus Briefs

6 alternate forms of college financial aid
By Kate Forgach
(MCT)
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Photo by Hank Sharpe
Spanish major Andrew Collins, right, asks to Spanish Professor Dr. Wil
liam Deaver about Mexico at the Study Abroad Fair on Feb. 10.

SGA partners with ARC to host blood drive
By Joseph Prouse
Staff Reporter

Check Inside

Borrowers begin
repayment in the
tenth month after
graduation, falling
below half-time
student status or
withdrawing from
college. Interest
doesn't begin ac
cruing until the
borrower begins to
repay theloan. The
Perkins Program
should balloon to
$6 billion a year,
from $1 billion,
under President
Obama's proposed
2010 budget.

for freshman year, $4,500 for
sophomore year and $5,500
thereafter. Loan terms will re
main at 6.8 percent; your col
lege can provide a list of lend
ers.

Alumni are also encouraged
to submit their comments and
memories to the AASU Alumni
Facebook page. The link to the
page is on the AASU homepage.
Homecoming week starts Feb. ;
22-27.
In April, students, faculty and
staff will cut the ribbon for the
new Student Union on campus,
and later in the year a new
freshmen residence hall will
open in time for fall semester.

4. PLUS Loan Program

Post-graduate fellowship

PLUS loans allow you to
borrow for the full cost of a de
pendent child's college educa
tion, minus any financial aid.
For the 2009/10 school year,
the interest rate is 7.9 percent
for loans that come directly
from the government, and 8.5
percent for those in which a
financial institution is the in
termediary. The fees run from
3 percent to 4 percent of t he
loan.

Graduate student David
Newcomer, a student in the
Master of Health Services
Administration (MHSA)
program, accepted a post
graduate administrative
fellowship with the University
Health Systems of Eastern
Carolina.

3.Stafford
Loans
MCT Stafford Loans
are the most com
5. Scholarships
mon needs-based student
Students needn't always
loans and almost always have
better terms than private bank have a 4.0 GPA to qualify for
loans. Theseloans maybe sub scholarships, although it cer
sidized, t he government pays tainly does help. The Depart
the interest while the student ment of Education provides a
is in school or unsubsidized. searchable database forcollege
Twelve percent of students scholarships based on degree
from families with adjusted area and location.
gross incomes over $100,000
6. Private Loans
received subsidized Staffords
in 2008/09 and the inter
Leave private loans untillast.
est rate will decline from 5.6
percent to 3.4 percent by the Before th e credit crunch, you
could cosign a private student
2011/12 academic year.
Unsubsidized Stafford loans, loan with a credit score as low
which any student can receive, as 620. Now, banks require
are getting more generous, credit scores of 680 to 700, or
too. You ca n add $2,000 to even 730.
the former limits of $3,500

Newcomer will serve his
12-month fellowship at Pitt
County Memorial Hospital in
Greenville, N.C.
His fellowship will focus on
hospital operations and will
be project-based with direct
interaction with the medical
staff.
Newcomer received
his bachelor's degree in
respiratory therapy from AASU.
Pitt County Memorial
Hospital is one of four
academic medical centers in
North Carolina.
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Feb. 19: Inkwell Staff Meeting in University Hall 101 from noon-i p.m.
Robert I. Strozier Faculty Lecture Series in University Hall 156 from 12:10 p.m.-1 p.m.
Feb. 22: SGA meeting in Solms Hall no from noon-l p.m.
Media Center Advisory Meeting in Solms Hall 209 from 4:30 p.111.-5:30 p.m.
Feb. 23: Health Sciences Student Association General Meeting in Solms Hall 203 from
4:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Feb. 25: National Writing Center Project Site Visit in University Hall 282 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Campus Life

Where we ask
you what you think.

Reported by Joshua Guallett
Staff Reporter

Voices on Campus
"If you could study in any country, where would it be and
why?"

Republican announces candidacy for Georgia Senate
of a smaller state government,
Gaster's platform consists of
Republican Michael Gaster the protection of the rights of
announced his candidacy for citizens and the cessation of
the seat of the 2nd District of corporate tax breaks.
He said that last year Geor
the Georgia Senate on Feb. 11.
The announcement was gia passed 12 tax breaks "for
made at 24e, a modern furni specialized interests." These
ture store on Broughton Street, notably included waving tax
and about 100 peopleattended es on jet'fuel, a measure that
leaves a hole in state revenue,
the event.
After announcing his en as Hartsfield-Jackson Airport
try into the race to the crowd, in Atlanta is currently the
Gaster stressed his own liber world's busiest airport by pas
tarian principles. He warned senger traffic.
On the subject of corporate
against the size of the state
taxation
exemptions, he said
government and its system of
personal services, which he the government of Georgia was
said were "at the expense of "not taxing corporations as we
tax the people." He stressed
personal liberties and free
that this hurts the individual
doms."
He was confident in his abil tax payers and their commu
ity to take the district, saying nities, who are left to make up
that he represents a cross-sec for the dropin state income.
"If we are able to cut people
tion of all of Savannah.
Running on the proposition out of taxes, why are we still
By F. Reese Shellman III
Staff Reporter

furloughing teachers?" Gaster
said.
Gaster, a native of Savan
nah, has previously held roles
with the Chatham County
Young Republicans and with
Savannah's Cultural Affairs
Commission.
In 2008, he was a local co
ordinator for Ron Paul's cam 
paign. Last year, Gaster was
noted for his fierce opposition
to the size of the jaywalking
fines given by the SavannahChatham Metropolitan Police
Department.
Congressman Jack Kingston
- in Washington at the time of
the event - pledged his sup
port ina letter tothe candidate,
which was read to the crowd.
Kingston wrote to Gaster:
"We need young, energetic
people to step up and serve
the public. You have politics in
your blood and a fierce inde

pendent streak."
Supporting Gaster at the
event was long-time friend Lisa
Reinhardt. Reinhardt said that
Gaster "attracts the younger
generation."
Reinhardt has confidence in
his abilityto winthe seat."He's
going to be a fighter. He's got
a great work ethic and is very
volunteer-oriented."
Also in attendance that eve
ning was Jon Thomas Wag
oner, a junior at AASU who
supports Gaster's viewon gov
ernment.
"I was very impressed. He's
charismatic and personable,
and he really has a grasp on
what the people want," Thom
as said.
The 2nd District is currently
held by Democrat Lester Jack
son. Gaster will be the first Re
publican candidate on the bal
lot in the district since 2000.

AASU professor will examine debate between evolution, creationism
By Kylie Horn
Staff Reporter

AASU's Robert I. Strozier
Faculty Lecture Series con
tinues with Dr. Mike Mahan,
head of middle and second
ary education.
Mahan
will
present
"What's All t his Fuss About
Evolution and Creation and
Intelligent Design and Who
Cares?" on Feb. 19.
Mahan will address the
most recent state and feder
al court decisions about the
national debate concerning
teaching evolution or cre
ation in public classrooms.
"It is only [a] continu

ing problem in the United
States," Mahan said.
"There are religion groups
that can certainly believe in
evolution," Mahan said. Per-'
sonally, Mahan "leans to
ward evolution."
Mahan is not trying to
change anyone's mind but to
present the information.
"I doubt that I can con
vince anybody to believe
in evolution if they don't ...
people will have different
points of view," Mahan said.
This past year marked
the 200th anniversary of
Charles Darwin's birth and
the 150th anniversary of the

publication "On the Origin
of Species by Means of Natu
ral Selection."
In the last few years, there
have been 14 states involved
in court cases about the
teaching of the Intelligent
Design Theory in public
classrooms.
According to intelligentdesign.org, the theory is that
an intelligent cause - not an
undirected process such as
natural selection - best ex
plains certain features of the
universe of living things.
The web site also reported
this is different from cre
ationism, which starts with a

religious text and tries to see
how scientific findings can
be reconciled with it.
Intelligent design starts
with the observable evi
dence of nature and seeks to
find what inferences can be
drawn from that evidence.
The theory of intelligent
design does not claim that
modern biology can identify
whether the intelligent cause
detected through science is
supernatural, the web site
reported.
The lecture will be held in
University Hall Room 156 at
12:10 p.m. This event is free
and open to the public.

"Spain, because of the language.
Its a whole new culture."

"It would have tobe West Africa or Ghana
because thafs where I was born."

ViriayPatel, engineering,
freshman

Joseph Mensah, nursing,
freshman

" I would study in Italy because there's
nothing like a good pair of Italian l eather
shoes and a great cup of coffee.*
Erick Reid, MHSA,
postgraduate

"It's a toss-up for me; it would be Italy,
Russia, or Greece, all three because of their
history and culture. They're different from
America and what we're used to."
.

Alicia Evans,
psychology, junior

Get more opinions at www.theinkwellonline.com

Six by Six

Six students answer in six words.

'How do you adjust to new situations?"

"Try and make a new friend."
Kirstin Elmore,
biology, senior

"I always go with the flow."
Jessica Prokop,
psychology, senior

"Look at the environment and adjust."
f
SagarPatel,
biology junior

"Digest it, and revamp for it."
TySlater,
political science, junior

"Pray, and hope for the best."
Caison Morgan,
psychology senior

"I get nervous, but I'm prepared."
LindseyGaymon,
radiology sophomore

Do you agree? Or are they way off? Visit www.theinkwellonline and click the

Campus Life tab, then weigh in with your opinion on this week's topics.

HOLA hosts fundraiser to sponsor future events
By Aaron Feizet
Staff Reporter

Hispanic Outreach and
Leadership at Armstrong
(HOLA) held the HOLA
Cookout Sale on Feb. 10 in
the Shearouse Plaza in or
der to raise money for the
organization's various trips
and projects.
Many AASU students
came, despite the fact that
it was a particularly windy
day.
HOLA plays a large role
in campus life and makes
it a point to have a positive
impact on the local commu
nity.
For example, HOLA set up

Photo by Hank Sharpe

Hungry students come to the Shearouse Plaza to get some of HOLA's combo
deals on food and drink.

shop alongside the African
Caribbean Student Organi
zation to collect donations
for victims of the devastat
ing earthquake in Haiti.

"We have a lot of cookouts, since HOLA is con
stantly hosting events and
has a yearly trip to pay for.
Last year we went to Wild

Lawsuit claims college student was detained
byTSA over Arabic flashcards
By Raja Abdulrahim
Los Angeles Times
(MCT)

LOS ANGELES - A col
lege student who says he
was detained at a Philadel
phia airport because he was
carrying
English-Arabic
flashcards filed a federal
lawsuit Wednesday against
employees of the Transpor
tation Security Adminis
tration (TSA), the FBI and
the Philadelphia Police De
partment, according to the
American Civil Liberties
Union.
Nicholas George, a senior
majoring in physics and
Middle Eastern studies at
Pomona College in Claremont, Calif., was returning
to California from Philadel
phia in August when he was
randomly selected for extra
screening at Philadelphia
International Airport, the
lawsuit filed in U.S. Dis

trict Court in Philadelphia
states.
When George emptied
his pockets, he took out the
flashcards.
Authorities detained him
in the screening area for 30
minutes before a TSA su
pervisor, the lawsuit states,
questioned him. At one
point, the supervisor asked
George if he knew who
committed the 9/11 terror
ist attacks, according to the
lawsuit.
George answered, "Osa
ma bin Laden."
"Do you know what lan
guage he spoke?" the su
pervisor asked, according
to the document.
"Arabic," George an
swered.
The supervisor then held
up the flashcards and said,
"Do you see why these cards
are suspicious?"
George said he was hand

cuffed and held for almost
five' hours, during which
time two FBI agents, who
asked if George was "Islam
ic" or a member of a "com
munist group," questioned
him, according to the com
plaint.
One of the agents con
cluded that George, 22, was
"not a real threat," the law
suit states.
"I don't understand how
locking me up and harassing
me just because I was car
rying the flashcards made
anybody safer," George said
in a statement released by
the ACLU. " No one should
be treated like a criminal
for simply learning one of
the most widely spoken lan
guages in the world."
TSA spokeswoman Ann
Davis said she could not
comment on pending litiga
tion.

Adventures, and this year
we're thinking about maybe
going to Florida, but noth
ing's set in stone yet," said
Laura Gonzalez, a HOLA
member who is in charge of
fundraising.
Also, they'll be hosting a
car wash this April 3-4; all
proceeds will go to future
events and trips. Everyone
is encouraged to come out
and support HOLA.
AASU
student
Zach
Gottschalk said he had fun
at the HOLA event.
"I enjoyed this event a lot;
they invited me to a party
their club is hosting this
weekend, and I'm definitely
going," Gottschalk said.

SGA | FROM PAGE 1
send their dependent chil
dren to school.
Amer said the BoR also
emphasized
graduation
rates. Less than 50 percent
of students are graduating
within four years.
The BoR wants to focus
on advisement and mak
ing all degree programs 120
hours.
They also want to modify
the Regents Test, eventually
doing away it.
"If schools can prove they
are successful without the
test, then they will not have
to take it," Amer said.
Proof of success has yet to
be decided.

University fees
The BoR is instilling a
new procedure for universi
ties to approve fees.
Amer said if a university
wants a new fee, it will go
before an institutional fee
committee with administra
tors and at least four stu
dents.
Once the fee is approved
by the committee, the presi-

Senior professor to visit AASU to speak about
Iran, Afghanistan, graduate programs
Courtesy of Political Science
Professor Dr. William
Daugherty

Dr. John Stempel, senior
professor at the University
of Kentucky's Patterson
School of Diplomacy and
International Commerce,
will be at AASU on Feb. 19.
Stempel will speak to
students about Iran and
Afghanistan and provide
information about the Pat
terson School's graduate
programs.
Stempel was director of
the Patterson School from
1993-2003. He came to the
school following a 24-year
career in the U.S. Foreign
Service.
Author of
"Common
Sense and Foreign Policy,"
he also consults on crossdent of the university will
request approval from BoR
staff.
The BoR staff will review
and analyze the fee and if
approved, the Chancellor
will recommend it to the
BoR; the BoR m akes the fi
nal approval.

House Bill 615
The state legislature is
reviewing a bill that would
allow for the possession of
firearms on college cam
puses.
House Bill 615 states a
person shall be permitted to
carry a firearm in every lo
cation except jails, prisons
or courts.
Amer said USG is wor
ried about allowing guns on
campuses because it com
promises students' safety.
The Student Advisory
Council (all SGA presidents
from public colleges and
universities within USG)

cultural negotiation and
Homeland Security issues.
Stempel had overseas as
signments in Africa - Guin
ea, Burundi and Zambia Iran and India.
His Washington assign
ments featured duty for
both the State and Defense
Departments, including a
two-year tour as Director of
the State's Department Cri
sis Center.
Stempel taught stints at
George Washington and
American Universities, plus
two years as "Diplomat in
Residence" at the U.S. Na
val Academy in Annapolis;
he is a member of the Coun
cil of Foreign Relations.
Stempel earned degrees
from Princeton and Univer
sity of California at Berke
ley.
wrote a letter on Jan. 26 to
the legislature expressing
concern about the proposed
legislation.
In the letter, the presi
dents ask if new legislation
is adopted, that colleges and
universities be exempt.

SGA announcements
SGA elections begin on
March 9.
Students can vote using
their Pirate Cove e-mail ac
count starting at 9 a.m.
David Carson, vice presi
dent of business and fi
nance, approved the Web
Based Radio.
Amer said Life 365, the
radio's service provider, is
expected to approve the ra
dio station in the next cou
ple of weeks.
The next SGA meeting is
Feb. 22 in Solms Hall Room
110 from noon-i p.m.
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

It's homecoming time again
AASU celebrates diamond anniversary: A Pirate family reunion
The Inkwell Editorial Board

It's homecoming time
again, well, spring homecom
ing that is. The homecoming
celebrations are an official
welcoming back of former
faculty, staff and alumni,
usually in order to showcase
new additions and to cel
ebrate traditions and similar
histories. This is a special
homecoming because it is
also AASU's .75th birthday
and anniversary rolled into a
monstrosity of a celebration.
So Pirates, both current
and alum, should all race out
to their favorite jeweliy store
and pick up the traditional
75th anniversary gift, a big,
blinging piece of hardened
carbon, commonly known as
a diamond. But if you can't
exactly swing the diamond
gift, make sure to show up for
all of the events that AASU
will be presenting its Pirate
family with.
Homecoming events are
always centered around a big
party, gala or banquet, and
on the university level, usu
ally a football game.
It can't be American un
less it involves some tossing
of the trusty pigskin. Because
football is a fall sport, most
universities celebrate their
homecoming events in late
October or early November,
and they usually highlight
one of their more ferocious
rivalry games. Following the
gridiron action - a good ex
cuse to gather generations of

alumni - is usually a
The week will
homecoming formal
include everything
or dance.
from a theatri
This tradition has
cal
performance
been so successful
of "Dirty Rotten
through the college
Scoundrels" to a
landscape that just
Greek society block
about every high
party, Powder Puff
school in America
football to a lun
has adopted the tra
cheon for the class
dition as well. The
es of 1935 -59, and
dance seems to be
live entertainment
a much bigger deal
from a comedian, a
to the high school
spoken word artist
audience, with the
and the music en
incorporation of a
semble's concert.
homecoming court
That's all without
.that is headed up by
mentioning the an
the unusually demo
nouncement con
cratic election of
cerning
who will be
Students at last year's Homecoming Carnival enjoyed games and prizes, and this year's event has
monarchal figures. even
.
the
king
and queen
more in store for students, staff and alumni.
Every court, includ
and their court. Let
ing the American homecom the American public.
form of the high school-ish, the facebook support groups
ing court, must have a king
The tailgating, a must-have but still fittingly fun home begin. It's an all-out cam
and queen. These titles have accessory to any football pro coming dance in the Student paign to become the most
become a type of popularity gram, is yet another home Recreation Center.
popular student at AASU, if
contest, usually voted upon coming tradition that gen
Those events represent the only for homecoming week.
by the student body.
erally fuels a unique college pinnacle of the homecom The selections of the king and
AASU is no different in experience, if it is handled ing celebrations. There's a queen bring back memories
many of the traditional responsibly and safely. It's lot more going on through from high school, but that's
homecoming practices, but also a tradition that AASU, a out the whole week; 75 years not necessarily a bad thing.
with our own Pirate twist.
primarily basketball-focused worth of partying can't be Some people wish they were
We have our homecoming school, is dabbling in.
completed in just 24 hours still in high school, while oth
in the middle of February in
New to this year's home after all.
ers are just trying to main
stead of the later fall months. coming and 75th anniver
The week will be chock full tain their youth through high
That may have something to sary celebration is a tailgate of celebrations that anyone schoolesque events, because
do with AASU'slack of a foot party and antique car show and everyone can attend, once they earn that college
ball team. That could change that will showcase automo complete with philanthropy degree, they are grown ups,
in the coming years; in recent biles from the past 75 years. and door prizes. Every event and this is their last chance
surveys, parents of students Models from 1935 up to 2010 represents the opportunity before mortgages and car
have been asked ifthey would will be available for admira for students, staff and alumni payments dictate their lives.
oppose or welcome a Pirate tion. The party will begin alike to donate canned food
And for all the Joe Cools
football program. Bring it with the tailgate festivities products for the Haiti relief that can't stand the idea
on. Football usually creates on Feb. 27, continue through efforts. The deal gets sweeter of immature events like a
growth, and college football the women's and men's bas still, as every attendee at ev homecoming dance or tail
is a pandemic that affects ketball games and end with ery event will be entered to gate party, we've got some
nearly every demographic of the perfect night cap, in the win a 26" flat screen TV.
thing for you too. The ma
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jority of you are poor college
kids, whether you can admit
it or not. Three out of the six
days that are consumed by
the homecoming festivities
offer free food. It can't get
much better than that. You
can come out and eat your
free hot dog, hamburger or
pizza and cynically make fun
of all your childish peers.
So even though AASU
doesn't have a football team
that competes at a higher lev
el than Powder Puff or intramurals - yet - come out and
celebrate your school's 75th
birthday, and you don't even
have to bring a diamond gift.
It's sure to be tons of fun, and
it's free. Take part in every
thing you possibly can: vote
for the court, eat up all the
food being passed out, check
out the cars, comedy, en
semble and stage shows and
come cheer on your AASU
Pirate athletic programs. Af
ter all, this Pirate family re
union - your Pirate family
reunion, represents the Pi
rates that have come before
you, all 75 years worth, and
the ushering in of the next 75
years - and more important
ly it represents you and your
community.
Hope to see you out there
celebrating.

Why it matters
The definition of insanity
By Luke Farmer
Web Editor

We're being set up for
another Great Recession,
and this one may just be a
Georgia-only affair. On Feb.
15, Governor Sonny Perdue
signed the first law of this
Assembly session. It further
deregulates banks in Geor
gia, allowing state-chartered
institutions to exceed the old
limit of lending no more than
15 p ercent of their capital to
any single borrower.
As the Atlanta JournalConstitution reported on Dec.
8 of last year, one in six bank
closings nationwide in 2009
happened in Georgia. And so
far, neither of t he two hous
es' banking committees has
looked into the issue of lax
regulation of state-chartered
banks.
The reason behind this is
plain and troubling. Many
prominent members of both
the House and Senate sit as
directors of state-chartered
banks. Eight members of th e
House Banking committee
are directors of state-char
tered banks. In the Senate, the
vice chairman of the banking
committee, its secretary and
at least one other member all
sit as directors of sta te-char
tered banks.
Rep. Earl Ehrhart was the
director of Georgian Bank,
which failed last September
and cost the FDIC an esti
mated $892 million. He's the
Rules Committee chairman

Luke Farmer's views are his own and do not necessarily
represent those of The Inkwell Editorial Board.
and a member of the Banking legislation, the state decided
Committee.
to run in the direction of th e
Sen. Jack Murphy's institu bitterly failed deregulation of
tion, the ironically named In the late '90s and early 2000s
tegrity Bank, collapsed over and straight off the cliff of
a year ago, costing taxpayers sanity.f These state represen
upwards of $350 million.
tatives and senators have a
Our banking crisis was clear and obvious connection
born out of banks taking mas to the very things they are
sive amounts of leverage out supposed to pass legislation
on big-ticket entities, like the about. Under normal circum
insanity of packaged-and-re- stances that is shady and illpackaged bundled subprime advised; given the context of
loans. Letting banks have the worst credit crisis and re
the ability to tie a major and cession in 80 years it is mor
seemingly
ever-increasing ally repugnant — and should
portion of their capital into be criminal.
one or only a few borrowers
These people are setting up
leaves banks capable of prac the state economy to fall vic
ticing the same risky behav tim to the same problem we
ior that nearly destroyed the just escaped by the skin of our
world economy.
collective teeth - and by the
If 15 percent of the 140 bank emptying of our wallets. Fur
failures in 2009 were in Geor thermore, given the down
gia alone, shouldn't the state ward spiral of regulation at
be a little bit more concerned the Georgia level, more and
with fixing the obviously more banks will likely choose
broken state regulation? Re - to g et their charter here, ex
member, as it stands, thanks posing even more institutions
to Democratic indifference to horrible risk.
and Republican intransigence
Aside from the systematic
in Washington, no substan breakdown in regulation, as
tive bank regulation has been the popular saying goes: The
passed, so banks can still definition of insanity is do
choose who gets to regulate ing the same thing again and
them. Like any smart con again and expecting a differ
sumer, they shop around for ent result.
the best deal, which in their
If the rules don't change,
case means as little oversight and soon, we could see an
as possible.
other crippling set of massive
So in response to a lack of bank failures that would dev
federal
astate not just Georgia, but
the country as well.
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Feb. 19: Men s and Women's Tennis at Auburn - Montgomeiy 1 p.m.

SPORTS

Baseball vs. Shepherd 2 p.m.

Week of February 18,2010
Feb. 21: Men's and Women's Tennis vs. USC Aiken 10 a.m.
Baseball vs. Shepherd 11 a.m.

Feb. 20: Baseball vs. Shepherd 1 p.m.

Feb. 23: Baseball vs. Augusta State 2 p.m.

Men's and Women's Tennis vs. Augusta State 1 p.m.

Men's and Women's Tennis at GCSU 2 p.m,

Women's Basketball at USC Aiken 5:30 p.m.

Feb. 24: Women's Basketball vs. UNC Pembroke 5:30 p.m.

Men's Tennis vs. Abraham Baldwin AC 6 p.m.

Men's Basketball vs. UNC Pembroke 7:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball at USC Aiken 7:30 p.m.

Pirates win six out of eight games in spring action
No. 1 Lady Pirates show Montevallo
lots of 'love' on Valentine's Day
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

SAVANNAH, Ga. - The topranked and two-time defend
ing NCAA Division II national
champion AASU women's ten
nis team displayedits affection
on Valentine's Day, winning
seven of its nine matches over
Montevallo b y love scores at
Bacon Park.
The Lady Pirates (3-0, 2-0
PBC) gave u p just two games
in handing Montevallo (0-1,
0-1 PBC) its first-ever Peach
Belt Conference (PBC) te nnis
loss in the season-opener for
the Falcons. The win extended
AASU's streak of consecutive
regular season PBC wins to
64.

Tina Ronel defeated Helene
Nordgreen at No. 2 singles,
Gabriella Kovacs defeated Calli
Robinson at No.3 singles, Mar

tina Beckmann defeated Em
AASU ret urns to action on
ily Blackwood at No. 4 singles Saturday, Feb. 20, with a PBC
and Kathleen Hen ry defeated home match against Augusta
Kodi Bobo at No. 5 singles all State at 3p.m. at Bacon Park.
by 6-0, 6-0 tallies. Alida
Muller-Wehlau knocked
off Kristi Kelly at No. 1
singles, 6-0, 6-1, while
Alisa Kagukina defeated
Amy McGucken at No. 6
singles, 6-0,6-1, to com
plete the singles sweep.
The Lady Pirates did
not drop a game in dou
bles play as Beckmann
and
Muller-Wehlau
downed Kelly and Rob
inson, 8-0, at No. 1 dou
bles; Heniy and Ronel
defeated Blackwood and
Nordgreen at No. 2 dou
bles and Kagukina and
Kovacs beat Bobo and
Tina Ronel helps the Lady Pirates remain per
McGucken, 8-0, at No.
fect in their 2010 women's tennis campaign.
3 doubles.

Scott's RBI double gives Pirates split
with No. 29 Southern Indiana
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

Lady Pirates edge Georgia
Southwestern, 55-53
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

AMERICUS, Ga. - Sopho
more Lindsey Hill's two free
throws with 1:04 remaining
in the game snapped a 51-all
tie, and AASU he ld on for a
55-53 Peach Belt Conference
(PBC) women's basketball
victory over host Georgia
Southwestern on Feb. 18 in
Americus, Ga.
The Lady Pirates (8-14,
5-9 PBC) e nded a two-game
slide with the win, while
Georgia Southwestern (9-13,
4-8 PBC) s uffered its fourth
straight loss.
After Hill made the two
free throws to put the Lady
Pirates up by two, single free
throws by freshman Jazmin
Walker and senior Portia
Jones gave the Pirates a fourpoint lead, 55-51, with 16.7
seconds remaining.
Georgia
Southwestern's
Brittany Reynolds made a
layup with 10 seconds left
that cut the lead to two, and
then she stole a long in-

bounds pass by the Lady Pi the floor (14-0^50) but hit
rates before she was fouled. 22-0T32 free throws on the
She missed both free throws evening. Georgia Southwest
- the second intentionally - ern shot 33.9 percent from
and Jessica Bivins grabbed the floor (2i-of-62) but hit
the rebound on the baseline, just 5-of-io free throws.
but her game-tying
try at the buzzer
missed long.
Hill
posted
career-highs
in
points with eight
and rebounds with
12 for the Lady Pi
rates, while Jones
sank 13 points on
40 percent shoot
ing from beyond
the arc, and junior
Arpine
Amirkhanyan broke into
double-digit scor
ing with 11 points.
Georgia South
western was led by
Whitley Wiltz' 12
points. and Bivins'
™
7
~
—
:——
r
Pnoto courtesy of Sports Communications
IO points.

Senior Portia Jones drives the ball on the way

AASU shot just
28 percent from

to the Lady Pirates' thrilling victory over Georgia
Southwestern.

Jake Sutton tied
the game with an RBI
single to left center,
SAVANNAH,
Ga.
- scoring
Zittrouer.
Courtesy of Columbus State
Freshman Cameron Scott's USI
brought
in
Sports Communications
advantage in that
RBI double in the bottom of reliever Trevor Leach
category.
the eighth capped a four-run to face Scott, who
Blake Zamudio
COLUMBUS,
Ga.
inning, giving the Pirates smoked a double
and
Brandon
— Columbus State
an 8-7 come-from-behind down the right field
Bland
each
came
University
(CSU)
college baseball victory over line, scoring Sutton
off
the
bench
to
struggled offensively
No. 29 University ofSouthern with the go-ahead
score
13
points
and
from the outset on
Indiana (USI) and earning run. Sutton was out
lead the Cougars
Feb. 13at the Lumpkin
AASU a split series with the trying to stretch the
offensively. Chris
Center
and
suffered
Screamin' Eagles at Pirate play into a triple,
Telesford
posted
a
second-consecutive
Field. USI took the first game ending the eighth.
another
doublehome
loss
as
AASU
of the doubleheader, 7-3.
In
the
ninth I
double with 10
took a 72-56 Peach
Game one was all USI's inning, USI's Dylan
Belt
Conference
win.
points and 13
as Wandy Rosario led off Mooney singled to
rebounds, but was
AASU
out-scored
the game with a solo home lead off, and Michael
the
Cougars
12-2
over
just
5-13 from the
run, pacing the Screamin' Huling reached on'
photo courtesy of Sports Communications
field
on the day.
the
remainder
of
the
a
fielder's
choice
Eagles to the 7-3 victory.
Pirates
itcher
Bryant
Thomas
half
to
take
a
31
-17
lead
'P
Jesse Osborne looks in for the
Dennis Taylor (1-0) hurled when the Pirates'
added
nine
points.
into
the
intermission.
pitch
in
his
inning
of
scoreless
work
six innings of seven-hit, one- John Roberts tried
'
In
the
second
half,
The
Cougars
were
run ball, walking one and to catch Mooney
CSU
improved
its
just
21-62
from
striking out three to pick at second on the sacrifice season. Walther took the
the floor for 34
up the win for USI, while bunt attempt. The Pirates loss for USI, giving up three shooting to40 percent,
but
the
Pirates
also
percent in the
Thomas Gray (1-1) took the cut down the lead runner, hits and four runs in 2/3 of
game.
improved,
shooting
loss for the Pirates, giving Mooney, at third on another an inning pitched.
Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
43 percent. AASU Gabriel Robinson muscles the Cougars for 13 points in the
The
Pirates
up seven hits and six runs —' bunt attempt, this time by
Alex Wyche led the
Pirates'
PBC
victory
over
rival
Columbus
State
University.
put
the
game
away
at
return
to
ac
tion
on
four earned — in six innings Craig Heinz, for the first out. Pirates at the plate in the
the
free-throw
line,
Saturday,
Feb.
20,
of work, walking one and
Robinson led the Pirates
AASU reliever Brandon doubleheader, going 4-for-8
striking out four.
McCreery then entered to with three RBIs, while Scott however, hitting 18 of 25 foul with 16 points on the day with a 7:30 p.m. matchup at
The Pirates (4-2) never led face pinch hitter Wes Fink, and Michael Price each had shots. CSU cut the margin as AASU put five players USC Aiken in Aiken, S.C.
to 11 points twice early in in double digits. Chris
in the weekend series with who had singled to shortstop, three hits in the two games.
the period, and then got it Vanlandingham and Patrick
USI (2-1) until the bottom of but Huling overran the bag
The Screamin' Eagles were
to
12 points with 5:32 left
the eighth inning of Feb. 13's at third base where Sutton led at the plate by Rosario's
Shokpeka
each
tallied
second game when AASU connected withJustin Wilson 3-for-9 day that included pair in the game on a Brandon 13 points, while Keron
entered the frame, trailing to tag him out for the second of doubles and a home run. Bland free-throw, but AASU McKenzie came off the bench
7-4- Reliever Mark Walther of the inning. McCreery then Tyler Choate added three answered with a Gabriel to score 12 and Pruett added
(0-1) struck out the first two
struck out Rosario to end the hits and two RBIs while Kyle Robinson three-pointer on 11. Marquise Duvall led the
batters of the inning, but game and give the Pirates Rowley had a bases-clearing the ensuing possession and Pirates in rebounding with
never looked back.
Drew Walker was hit by a the win.
11 as the team held a 41-34
three-RBI double in the first
pitch; John Roberts followed
Trent Landa (1-.0) hurled inning of game two.
with a single, and Chris ' 1 1/3 innings of two-hit ball,
AASU returns to action on Lady Pirates split cross-town rivalry with Lady Tigers
Zittrouer doubled down the giving up one unearned run Friday, Feb. 19, with a 2 p.m.
left field line, driving in a to pick up the win for the contest against Shepherd at Courtesy of Sports
six hit s and one run in seven two and striking out one.
Communications
pair of runs and cutting the Pirates, while McCreery Pirate Field.
innings, walking three and
Temples led the Pirates at
USI lead to one run, 7-6.
SAVANNAH, Ga. - The striking out nine. Brianna the plate on the day by going
earned his first save of the
AASU softball squad split a Barth (1-1) took the loss for the 5-for-7 with four runs scored
doubleheader with Florida Panthers, giving up eight runs and three RBI, including a
Tech (FT) on Feb.13, defeating - none earned - and seven double and a triple. Duff went
Courtesy of Sports
Arturo Baravalle and
the Panthers, 8-1, in game one hits in 4 2/3 innings, walking 4-for-7 with two RBIsas well.
Communications
Neil Clausen.
but falling, 7-2, in game two.
two and strikingout one.
Barth finished
the day
The Pirates then won!
The Piratesstayed even at 2-2
Game two was almost the 4-for-6 with two runs scored to
WINTER PARK, Fla. - all six singles matches,!
on theyear, while FT is now3-1 complete opposite as FT lead the Panthers at the plate.
The top-ranked AASU men's four in straight sets.I
in head coach Val Silvestrini's jumped all over AAS U starter
tennis team blanked No. Seventh-ranked Irdoja|
first season at the helm of the Emily Headrick for five first10-ranked Rollins, 9-0, in defeated Morris, 6-2,1
Panthers — Silvestrini played inning runs. The
Winter Park, Fla.
6-2, at No. 1 singles,!
at AASU in 2 004 and was an Panthers'
Brianna
The Pirates (3-0) handed while fifth-ranked Array]
assistant coach fo r Ted Evans Barth had three hits
the Tars (0-1) a loss in defeated No. 14-rankedl
in 2005 and 2006.
and two runs and
their season-opener while C l a u s e n , 6 - 4 , 6 - 1 , a t j
In game one, the Pirates Emily Densem and
remaining undefeated in No. 2 singles. Mydla|
plated three runs inthe bottom Brittany
Memoli
this young season.
defeated Herbert, 6-3,|
of the first inning - highlighted added two hits apiece
AASU took a quick 3-0 6-0, at No. 3 singles!
by RBI singles from Baillie in the 7-2 victory.
lead after doubles as the No. and Regan knocked offl
Temples and Shelby Duff Tiffani Bishop ( 2-0)
4-ranked duo of Rafael Array
Dzelde, 6-3, 6-2, at No.f
to take an early 3-0 lead. The hurled the completeand Mik*k Irdoja defeated 5 singles,
Pirates then tacked on a single game victory for the
Rollins' Chris Herbert and
Fitzgerald, the 38th!
run in the fourth on an error Panthers, scattering 12
Nick Rowlands, 8-5, at No. - ranked player in the Photo courtesy of Sports Communications and broke the game open with
hits and giving up two
1 doubles. Matus Mydla and
nation, went three sets Raphael Array smashes home a point in his
four
runs
in
the
bottom
of
the
runs while walking
Daniel Regan picked up an to knock off Baravalle, one-sided victory over Rollins in Florida.
fifth, sparked by a Temples one and striking out
8-4 win over Girts Dzelde
6-0, 3-6, 6-4, at No. 4
two-RBI triple.
four. Headrick (1-1)
and Jeff Morris at No. 2 singles. Victor Saez won a
The Pirates return to
That was all the offense took the loss for the
doubles, and then Eudaldo 10-point third-set tiebreak to action on Saturday, Feb. 20, Megan Barnwell ( 1-0) needed
Pirates, giving up five
Bonet and Paul Fitzgerald defeat Constantin Sturdza, with a PBC match up against as the freshman hurled a
hits and six runs Photo courtesy of Sport-Communic^^
completed
the
doubles 6-4, 4-6, (10-2) to complete Augusta State at 3 p.m. at complete-game for her first
three
earned
in
oneBaillie Temples strokes her triple into the outsweep with an 8-2 win over the singles sweep.
Bacon Park.
collegiate victory, giving up plus innings, walking field, finishing 5-for-7 with three RBIs.

Men's tennis keeps undefeated season alive

Pirates notch road win against Cougars
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Geigermania:

Pirates' Plunde
AASU Sports Trivia, previews and more

From the Ashes
By Adam Geigerman
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

"You play to win the
game." It's as simple as that.
Former NFL head coach,
Herm Edwards nailed it. No
respectable athlete, coach or
fan wants to actually lose the
game, no matter what. Win
in the preseason. Win in the
regular season. Better win
in the post-season. Win as
much as possible.
A loss can be accepted, but
never enjoyed. There is no
such thing as a good loss.
Winning can cure ail
ments. It can soothe bad
memories. The best medi
cine for people can often be
prescribed in the form of a
victory in the field of play.
Think back to the fall of
2001. The United States of
America was bullied and
bleeding. New York City
hosted to the largest mass
murder, courtesy of blood
thirsty terrorists with box
cutters and radical reli
gious beliefs. That same city
played host to another his
toric event just days later,
and only city blocks away

- the mythic Cathedral of
Baseball. Yankee Stadium
welcomed back baseball's.
most important games!
More than that though,
Yankee Stadium welcomed
the bruised, the battered,
the mourning and the griev
ing. It honored the heroes, it
cried for the fallen and cel
ebrated the survivors. Yan
kee Stadium welcomed the
American president, leader
of the free world, to throw
out the first pitch. It wel
comed the patriotism that
was seeping out of every sin
gle attendee. It welcomed
the waving American flags,
the NYPD and NYFD hats
and shirts, and it welcomed
the healing. Out of tragedy,
the recovery was to begin.
December 2003 dealt
Brett Favre, then quarter
back of the Green Bay Pack
ers, the most painful blow
he had experienced, on or
off the gridiron. His father,
"Big" Irv Favre, had died of a
massive heart attack, the day
before Brett was to play the
Oakland Raiders on Monday
Night Football's primetime
stage.

Favre still played that
game, despite the loss of hi s
best friend, his role model
and his father. Favre led his
team in a miraculous show
ing of raw human emotion
while quarterbacking a mas
terpiece. That game was his
opus. To Favre, that game
was the equivalent of Mi
chelangelo's Sistine Chapel
to. He threw for 399 yards
and racked up four touch
downs. The therapy provid
ed from that game helped to
soothe the hurt and the loss.
New Orleans' healing from
the apocalyptic destruction
of Hurricane Katrina looks
to have been reinvigorated
by their recent Super Bowl
win.
The list goes on and on.
But what happens when
the tragedy happens in the
sport being played on the
international level, being
viewed by an estimated four
billion people?
, The small, former Soviet
satellite nation of Georgia is
mourning. It was not a cata
clysmic disaster. Nor was it
an act of war or terrorism.
It was practice. It was an ac

By I .uke Armstrong
Staff Reporter

cident. Simply put, it was a
series of events that resulted
in the death of one of the
world's most elite athletes.
It was the death of a kid, a
child, a 21-year-old boy. Nodar Kumaritashvili was luging, entering the final turn of
the sliding track in Whistler,
British Columbia, when he
lost control and crashed.
He was tossed like a rag
doll; the footage is disgust
ing, unerving. He was ex
ceeding 90 mph at the mo
ment of contact, thrust into
unconsciousness and even
tual death. Kumaritashvili
was doing what he loved; he
died in his moment of pas
sion.
The Georgian Winter
Olympic team has decided to
stay and compete, in honor
of t heir fallen comrade, and
the Opening Ceremonies
were dedicated to him.
It won't bring back Ku
maritashvili, nor will it heal
the wounds felt by his death,
but the Georgian Olympic
team has gained a fan in me.
Their tragedy will be healed
by their competition; their
tears will be dried by the

AASU Sports Trivia
1.) Who holds the AASU RBI record for a single
softball game?
2.) Who was the last Lady Pirate to pitch a no-hit
ter?
3.) What is the record for most wins in a softball
pitching career at AASU?
4.) Who has the AASU softball record for best bat
ting average in a single season?
5.) What is the single - season record for home runs
for the AASU softball program?
Check your answers at the bottom of the page.

same act that seems to have
stolen their brother, team
mate and countryman.
What better triumph can
come from their tragedy? I
hope you witness the heal
ing.
Sports allow the phoenix
to rise from the ashes. May
the Olympics provide the
medicine to heal the pain felt
by the international sporting
community, and the Geor
gian people.
Winning is closure.
Get it. Got it. Good.

30 years o£ Pirates baseball: rich tradition that few may know about

mmm

By Luke Armstrong
Staff Reporter

In this day and age it is al
most unheard of t o have one
coach remain at one program
for his entire career. And it's
even more unheard of to have
that program remain competi
tive over the length of that ca
reer.
But t hat is the story of the
AASU Pirate baseball pro
gram under the tenure of head
coach Joe Roberts. The pro
gram remains an exception to
the rule.
Even through changes in
student population, facilities,
divisions, administrations and
the school's name, the Pirates
keep chugging along.
The Pirates have a tradi
tion of winning unlike any
other program around. It has
evolved well beyond what it
once was.
All anyone needs to do is
look around the head coach's
office or take a look at the
team's media guide to'gain a
small understanding of what
the program Ms done over the
years.
The office is littered with
plaques that contain a record
of what Pirate baseball has ac
complished over the years.
Each of these 17 plaques
represent a "memorable sea
son." Among the things they
will show the reader is the.
team's record that year, any
records they broke, how the
team finished the year with
stat rankings, as well as the
team complete roster.
Since 1980, when Roberts
took over the program, AASU
baseball has had a list of ac
complishments, both team
and individual, so long that it
would take volumes to fully
discuss and do justice to them
all.
The AASU baseball teams
record is 1,188-567, has made

Photos courtesy of Sports Communications
Coach Joe Roberts has h ad a busy 2010. He was inducted into the Georgia
Dugout Club's Hail of Fame and also introduced as the president of the Ameri
can Baseball Coaches' Association.

12 NCAA post-season tourna prior baseball coaching expe
ment appearances in the 21 rience.
And according to him, he
years since becoming a Divi
sion II school, made it to the got the job basically bec ause
College World Series three nobody else wanted it. Arm
times and has had 42 All- strong State College (ASC), as
Americans just to name a few it was back then, didn't have
of the things that the program any scholarships and the fa
cilities weren't good enough
boasts.
Not only do the Pirates have for any school that wanted to
a strong tradition on the field, be competitive.
From 1980-1984, ASC was a
they also have accomplish
NAIA school and despite hav
ments in the classroom.
Even with limited roster siz ing winning seasons, it wasn't
es, AASU ha s graduated 138 until the 1982 season that the
players over 24 years and in team started to be competitive
the past 12 years the team has within the region.
Teams during those years
held a cumulative GPA higher
were primarily made up of lo
than 3.0.
But it certainly wasn't easy cal products, like Roy Babot.
to build up the program, and Babot was from Windsor For
it didn't happen over night. est High School in Savannah
When Roberts took the head and was a co-captain of the
coaching position he had no 1983 team that went 54-20

and broke 100 school records.
It has been some time since
Charlie Broad, who Rob the Pirates were that domi
erts called "one of the most nant in baseball, but even
complete players he has ever in recent years they have re
coached," was a part of the mained competitive and all of
1984 team that set the school the players who come to play
record for wins (64) and is for AASU do their part to win.
one of only two players to ever
Since the Pirate's last Col
have his jersey retired.
lege World Series appearance
Josh Wilson is currently in 1994, they have had twelve
chasing Broad's record for 30+ win seasons, 10 final poll
most hits in a career at AASU. rankings, five NCAA South
Also, Broad still holds the east Regionals and been the
program records for runs, Peach Belt Conference cham
doubles, triples, stolen base pions twice.
percentage and career RBI, to
And the AASU players con
tinue to try to set new school
name a few.
Another one of those local and NCAA records, like Wil
players was Tony Yoman, who son whostarted the 2010 cam
in the first month of being at paign 60 hits shy of Broad's
ASC broke the school's record record.
for home runs in a season.
In 2005 Matt Nalutka broke
Prior to the 1981 season the school records for a relief
record for home runs in a sea pitcher by having a 0.30 ERA,
24 consecutive scoreless ap
son was two.
When the school moved pearances and 12 saves in a
up to Division I in 1985 the single season.
The Pirates tied a Division II
baseball program was the only
record
in 2009 with 101sacri
sports program that was able
fice
hits,
and JuanDorado was
to keep up with the level of
a
large
part
of that effort.
competition.
Dorado
had
58 sacrifices
As a founding member and
during
his
two
years
with the
participant in the Big Sou th
Conference (BSC), AASU won Pirates and led Division II
each year for sacrifice bunts.
139 game over three seasons.
In the 1987 season, Roberts And in 2009 he broke the Allsaid the team suffered one of Division record with 38 sac
its toughest losses when they bunts, breaking the record set
were the runner-ups in the by Ben Orloff of the University
BSC tournament champion of California Irvine.
So, even though the Pirates
ship game.
After the school dropped don't have the roster size or
down to Division II, the Pi facilities of some of the teams
rates' baseball squad domi •in the Southeast Region, they
nated its competition for a will always work hard, play
their specific roles and can
number of years.
From 1988-1992 ASC was give anyone a run for their
ranked No. 1 in the region at money.
the end of the year. In 19881989 and 1994, the Pirates
' reached the Division II
,
College World Series.
1
Through the 1990s,
the baseball program
racked up the third
* 1
most wins in Division
II.

Do you love sports?
Then cover them for

THE INKWELL

3aseball, softball, basketball arid - oh yeah - the 2008-2009
Division II te nnis national champions are all proof that sports are
alive and well at AASU. Get close to the players and the action

E-mail sports.inkwell@gmail.com to find out how.
Know a sports story we should cover? E-mail the the sports
editor at sports.inkwell@gmail.com.
Have an opinion on something we covered? Send a letter to
the editor at inkwell@armstrong.edu.
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On the horizon
Tennis:
Feb. 19

AUBURN
at Auburn-Montgomery
Feb. 20

vs. Augusta State

Men's vs. Abraham Baldwin AC

Feb. 23

vs. Georgia College and State
University

Baseball:
Feb. 19-21

vs. Shepherd

Basketball:
Feb. 20

vs. UNC Pembroke

AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1.) Ashley Bain set the record last season against
Eckerd by getting seven RBIs.
2.) On Feb. 25, 2009, against Lander, Emily Headrick became the most recent AASU softball player to
pitch a no-hitter.
3.) From 1999-2002 Annie Sells racked up an
amazing 86 wins for the Pirates.
4.) In the 2000 season Kim Claborn had a .446 bat
ting average.
5.) Stacey Richardson hit 16 home runs in the 2002
season.
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Feb 18: Dr. Carl Cunningham will discuss Margret Brown's "Order of Myths," a film about racial conflict during the Mardi Gras celebration in Mobile, Ala., at 7:00 p.m. in Ashmor
Hall auditorim.
The Masquers present the musical comedy "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels," Feb. 18 and 19 at 7:30 p.m. and Feb. 21 at 3 p.m., Jenkins Hall Theater, free admission with valid Pirate Card.
Feb. 20: Navy Sea Chanters Chorus concert at 7:30 p.m., AASU Fine Arts Auditorium, admission is free
Feb 23: AASU Music Ensembles Showcase Concert, 7:30 p.m., AASU Fine Arts Auditorium

Black Heritage Festival turns 21
Celebration of African American art and culture culminates this weekend
By Amanda Dickey
Staff Reporter

The 21st annual Savan
nah Black Heritage Festival
began Feb. 6 and continues
until Feb. 21. Presented by
the City of Savannah and
Savannah State University
(SSU), the festival brings a
multitude of various activi
ties and events that serve to
enhance the African-Amer
ican cultural experience.
These events are free and
open to the public.
"I'm really excited about
attending. It will be my first
year, as I had never heard
about the festival until just
recently. I had no idea it
had such a wide variety of
activities and things to do,"
said AASU junior Kendall
Jackson. "This is such a
great thing for the AfricanAmerican community in
Savannah."
The events and activi
ties provided by the festi
val include cultural educa
tion, visual and performing
arts, exposure to ethnic
cuisine, crafts, an array of
musical genre and dance
performances by famous
national recording artists

Photo courtesy of the Lula Washington Dance Theater
Above: Dancers from the Los Angeles-based Lula W ashington Dance
Theater, which performed as part of the 2010 Savannah Black Heritage
Festival, perform during a production of "Songs of the Disinherited."

and dancers, local youth History Month is some
talent showcases, spoken thing that I've become re
word sessions, lectures and ally excited about."
a number of dramatic pro
The festival commenced
ductions.
on Feb. 6with a silent march
"I'm just really looking to the African-American
forward to how they're go Monument at 23 Montgom
ing to represent black art ery St., in which marchers
and black culture," said gathered at the First Afri
SSU student Sylvia Dorsey. can Baptist Church for the
"You don't really see wholly . "Call to Remembrance,"
black festivals in major cit a call and response con
ies so being able to attend ducted by storyteller Lillian
something that celebrates Grant-Baptiste. The march
black culture and art, and proceeded to the AfricanIt especially being in Black American Monument on

River Street for a short
memorial and ended at the
Haitian Memorial Monu
ment on Franklin Square
for commemoration and
closing.
Other
notable
events
took place earlier through
out the njonth, beginning
on Feb. 7. These events in
cluded the Savannah Black
History
Festival
Open
ing Reception and Visual
Arts Exhibition featuring
prominent artist Malaika
Favorite and Savannahnative Ligel Lambert. On
Feb. 8, a painting exhibi
tion by Amiri Geuka Farris
displayed a number of her
large-scaled,
multimedia
paintings and installations.
Additional
performances
included Story Time with
Kwabena Bernard Jones, a
lecture by acclaimed chil
dren's book author Ashley
Bryan, a performance by
the Lula Washington Dance
Theatre, a second annual
festival "Gathering" featur
ing storytelling, demonstra
tions and recipe tastings,
an Odyssey in Black Dance,
an Annual Gospel Concert,
a Jazz Concert and an Afri
can Drumming Class.

Perhaps one of the great
est attractions in the festival
to all ages is the Grand Fes
tival Day. This event takes
place on Saturday, Feb. 20,
and begins at 9 a.m. at the
Savannah Civic Center.
"I always look forward
to Grand Festival Day, be
cause it's at the Savannah
Civic Center and there are
always different vendors
that are selling different
artifacts: jewelry, books,
culinary arts, it's a really
fun-filled, family oriented
day and it's great because
it's all in one location," said
Loretta Hayward, Direc
tor of Marketing and Com
munications at SSU. "You
can enjoy yourself for a few
hours, all for free."
The
family-oriented
Grand Festival Day com
mences with a health fair
that includes free health
screenings, exercise ses
sions, health profession
speakers,
healthy
food
cooking
demonstrations
and tastings and workshops
on medical financial aid and
diabetes prevention and
management. From 1:30
p.m. to 3 p.m., there will be
a Living and Learning Crafts

Village that demonstrates
drum making, jewelry mak
ing, printmaking, basket
making, vision painting and
culinary arts for children.
At 3 p.m., the Grand Festi
val's Ribbon Cutting Cere
mony will occur, along with
the participation of local
magician Magic Marc, the
Savannah Children's Choir
and the musical group RJ
and the UPBEATS. Around
6:30 p.m., the Civic Center
will host a concert featuring
Stephanie Edwards along
with nationally known mu
sical acts K'Jon and the
S.O.S. Band.
The Savannah Black Her
itage Festival wraps up on
Feb. 21 with a performance
by an internationally re
nowned female a cappella
ensemble, Sweet Honey in
the Rock. The group will
be singing slave songs, gos
pel and African-American
spirituals. A free ticket is
required prior to admission
and can be obtained at First
African Baptist Church, 23
Montgomery St.

Masquers bring dirty rotten fun to the stage
New comedy premiers this weekend
By F. Reese Shellman III
Staff Reporter

The Masquers prove that
good comedy requires the
high-end precision of a con
artist in their latest produc
tion, "Dirty Rotten Scoun
drels."
"Dirty Rotten Scoundrels"
is based on the 1988 movie
of the same name and adds
musical numbers to the
original concept. The play
comes packed with loads of
laughs, a twist ending and
stylish, high-class charac
ters.
The story follows two
conmen, low-brow Fred
dy Benson and high-brow
Lawrence Jameson, both
.swindlers who try to pull
money from unsuspecting
women in the French Rivi
era. They race to out-con
one another, each trying to
get $50,000 from a woman

before the other. The two
settle on Christine Col
gate, "The American Soap
Queen," as their mark, and
the plot takes off.
Director Pam Sears said
that keeping the play highspirited was a priority.
"Although the characters
are con artists, it remains
light-hearted. They are just
men with flaws who work to
achieve their goals."
Their goals just happen to
entail crime.
Sears also said that with
a mix of high and low com
edy, the production should
appeal to many age groups.
Eve Butler, who plays
Colgate, said that the play
should be considered as a
comedy before being a mu
sical.
"The music's great, and
it's not what a lot of people
think of when they think of
musical theater," she said.

Photo courtesy of Jennifer Incorvaia
From left to right: John Martin, Eve Butler, Jonas Boyd and Bret Levine, all stars of the AASU Masquers'
production of "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels," pose in c ostume.

"You don't have to like mu
sicals to enjoy this."
The reason for this is
clear; "Dirty Rotten Scoun
drels" eschews the regu
lar standards of Broadway

in favor of a more eclectic
line-up of songs. The play
has songs influenced .by
rock, country and even a
number that Sears referred
to as "pseudo-rap." David

Yazbek, who also wrote the
music for "The Full Monty"
which the Masquers per
formed last year, composed
the score.
The play runs Thursday,

Feb. 18 to Sunday, Feb. 21,
as well as Thursday, Feb.
25 to Saturday Feb. 27. It
starts at 7:30 p.m. for all
dates except Feb. 21, when
it runs at 3 p.m.
Tickets are $15 for gen
eral admission but free with
a valid student ID. Advance
tickets can be purchased at
the Fine Arts Lobby Box Of
fice between noon and 3 pm
or by phone at (912) 3442801. Those who attend any
showing will be entered in
a drawing for a free laptop
on the final Saturday per
formance.
All in all, the director said
that the musical is perfect
for this time of year.
"Everybody needs a good
laugh. It's February. It's
cold and rainy."
It could be that promises
of warm laughs in the sun
ny French Riviera really are
needed in this chilly time of
year.

Concert benefit gets the party started
Music Ensembles Showcase kicks off AASU's 75th anniversary celebration
By F. Reese Shellman III
Staff Reporter

A booming quake of cal
culated sound continues to
rumble through the Fine
Arts Building as the col
lective talents of the Music
Program brandish their in
struments and their honed
skills for the upcoming
Music Ensemble Showcase
Concert, taking place on
Feb. 23 in commemoration
of AASU's 75th anniver
sary celebration. Playing a
definitive role in the 2010
Homecoming, the ambi
tious concert promises to
be a harmonious concord
of musicianship between
the AASU Wind Ensemble,
University Chorale, Univer
sity Singers, Percussion En
semble, Jazz Ensemble and
Jazz Combo.
"We really want to show
case opr obvious talents,

swered the ques
tion
with
the
cool
confidence
of a professional
and simply said,
"a ' good perfor
mance."
The
showcase
will be free to
AASU students and
faculty but Mario
Incorvaia, the Fine
Arts media contact
and expert, said
the $12 fee should
not keep any nonPhoto courtesy of AASU Marketing and Communications AASU from attend
Pictured above: The AASU Wind Ensemble, along with the University Chorale, University ing.
Singers, Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Combo will perform at the Music Ensembles Showcase
"You
have
all
on Feb. 23.
these
incredible
not only to our peers, but semble. We're hoping we ensembles that frequently
to other schools as well," can garner enough atten perform separately on dif
said Malik Eubanks, an tion to get more students ferent nights, but it is in
AASU engineering major interested in joining one of this one moment where you
can really witness their full
and member of the AASU our ensembles."
Wind Ensemble. "I think
When asked what the au spectrum of abilities during
we'll prove ourselves to be dience should expect from the same show in a seam
a more than reputable en the concert, Eubanks an less transition of musical

vignettes," he said.
"It's
difficult to focus on just pop
music, but I can guarantee
each piece of music will be
accessible."
In addition to contrib
uting to the festivities of
AASU's anniversary, the
showcase brings along with
it a sense of transparency
in the curriculum that will
cast a much deserved light
upon the intense practice
that is rarely seen but most
ly reverberated through the
halls of the Fine Arts build
ing.
"This way the public sees,
all at once, everything that's
going on in our department,
which is to say a variety of
wonderful approaches to
music," said Dr. Randall
Reese, director of the Jazz
Ensemble. "It's good to see
where that tuition money
is going, and I think peo
ple will be surprised at the

number of participants in
the music program, which I
estimate to be around 120."
Reese provided further
context for the student's
mastery of their art.
"A lot of these students
are music education majors
and will have to conduct
concerts of their own in the
near future - this is crucial
to their development in that
respect."
Although the show seems
all encompassing, the per
formance is just a preview
of the talents AASU has to
offer the community.
"This is just a sampling of
the department's offerings
- just hors d'oeuvres," Re
ese said. "We hope you find
them tasty."
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Stay
Southern hospitality meets Irish charm
Entertained 18th annual festival celebrates Irish culture heritage
Weekend Music

By Andrea Cervone
Staff Reporter

have been really good, but Slide
has definitely been my favorite
tJ I
' .t - • *
• Si... Is,
thing about the festival," said
%
s :
AASU
junior Katelyn Brocker.
¥1
"They are really great musi
cians who play classic Irish
JSBMJbP**
music and put on a highenergy
performance."
The festival also hosted
if
f
many of Savannah's Irish or
ganizations. The various orga
nizations had vendors set up
•(•IPs '
throughout the Civic Center,
Above left: Members of the Irish Dancers of Savannah perform on the main stage on Saturday, Feb. 13. Above
offering a breadth of food and
center: Murphy plays the flute as Valerie Plested accompanies on fiddle during a performance by the band Legacy.
Celtic art. Many of th ese ven
Above right: AASU g raduate student Pierce Maclain and his son, Hagan, 3, check out traditional Irish .treasure boxes.
dors accepted "tokens" instead
approval to t his change, it did many traditional Irish per festival were met with this of cash. This exchange could
produce a small amount of dis formers. Additional stages in same warm reception from the be made upon entering the pri
content among some perform cluded the Children'sStage and crowd.
mary stage with the going rate
ers.
the Cultural Stage, also located
"It's always fun to sing here. of 50 cents per token.
"I think it would improve on the upper level.
The people ar e always happy
The success of the festival
the festival if t he stages were
The upper and lower level to hear Irish music and to pre and its growing annual atten
combined on one floor instead seating provided plenty of serve the heritage,"said Savan dance hadboth performersand
of having some upstairs and room, but many people in the nah Ceili Band singer Shannon seasoned attendees delighted.
some downstairs," said Kerie exuberant crowd preferred to Wichers. "It was a really good
"I feel like the festival keeps
McBride of the Firestarters, demonstrate their support by performance. The crowd was getting better and better. Also,
a Kentucky ba nd who played clapping and dancing in front friendly and receptive."
to have an act like Slide per
the festival. "Having the stages of the stages.
Among the most anticipated forming at this festival is really
separated theway they are kind
"There is a veiy positive vibe musical groups of the festi good," Wichers said. "It shows
of tears the festival in two."
in the air. Everyone is relaxed val was Slide. The gr oup first how the quality of the acts
The Festival Main Stage, lo and having fun, dancing and played at the festival last year keeps improving. As long as
cated on the primarylevel, and smiling," Moloney said. "There and was a tremendous hit with we keep bringing good music,
the Festival Pub stage, located is constant music in the air."
the audience.
people will want to keep com
on the upper level, hosted the
All the performers at the
"All of the performances ing back."

if

in Savannah jj

Celtic enthusiasts brave
enough to face the weekend
weather in celebration of the
18th annual Savannah Irish
Festival were greeted with the
warmth and hospitality truly
synonymous with the charm of
the Emerald Isle.
The three-day festival began
at 6:30 p.m. on Feb. 12 in t he
Civic Center Ballroom with a
dance called a "ceili." Attendees
of the eventwere separated into
large groups and taught howto
dance Irish folk style. Follo w
ing this enthusiastic introduc
tion into Irish culture were two
full days of nonstop food, music
and plenty of Irish dancing.
"The music is really good.. I
love how organic eveiything
is," said local barte nder Sean
Moloney. "All of it is really sim
ple and pure."
TJie festival utilized four stag
es to provide attendees with
a continuous stream of enter 
tainment. This was a relatively
new approach in comparison
to previous years. While the
general public responded with

On Saturday, as part of the
Savannah Black Heritage
Festival, local musician Stephanie
Edwards along with K'Jon and the
S.O.S. Band will perform at the
Savannah Civic Center, admission
is free. Savannah Philharmonic
presents Stravinsky's"Firebird"
at St. John the Baptist Cathedral,
8 p.m., tickets are $35-100. At 9
p.m., Plumerai and the Blue Hit
will play attheWormhole. Also
Saturday, AASU student Brandon
Nelson McCoy will open for the
Trainwrecks at the Jinx on 127 W.
Congress St. at 10 p.m. Electronic
world fusion group Archnemesis
will perform at Live Wire at 10
p.m.

Beard-a-monium breaks out in Charleston Local students compete to
A reporter takes a comic view of a very hairy showdown
show art in U.S. Capitol

At 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
Noteworthy Duo, the stage
moniker of flutist Lisa Schroder
and guitarist Michael Anthony
Nigra, will perform at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, 1802 Abercorn
St.
On Tuesday, Feb. 23, local bands
J Zagers and Cripple Wizard will
join touring act White Suns at the
Wormhole. The free show starts
at 9 p.m.

At The Movies
Martin Scorcese's "Shutter
;land"opens to wide release
n Friday, Feb. 19. The
sychological thriller, starring
eonardo DiCaprio, will be
creened at Carmike 10,5111
tephenson Ave. For anyone
till looking to catch up on
iscar-nominated films, the
ritically acclaimed "Crazy
leart," starring Jeff Bridges,
/ill be showing this weekend
t Carmike Wynnsong 11,1150
hawnee St. On Wednesday,
eb. 24, the 1972 Italian film
Hired to Kill" will be shown at
ie Sentient Bean at 8 p.m.,
ckets-are $5.

At The Gallery
i p.m. on Friday, Desotorow
'ry on 2427 DeSoto Ave.
lost an opening reception
endered,"an exhibition
iring gender and identity.
Jesoto Strut, a free event
re art-lovers can peruse
jgh art along Desoto Ave.
reen 40th and 41st streets,
ilso begin at 6 p.m.

1

"Psychobilly"rockers the
Goddamn Gallows will play
Thursday, Feb. 18 at the Jinx, 127
W. Congress St. The show starts
at 11p.m. At 9 p.m.on Thursday,
blues musician Michael Pickett
will play at the Sentient Bean
on 13. E. Park Ave., the show is
free. On Friday, New Orleans altrockers Mutemath will play an
8 p.m. show at Trustees Theater
on 216 E. Broughton St., tickets
are $20. Charleston rock group
White Rhino will perform at the
Sentient Bean at 8 p.m. Also
Friday, up-and-coming local hiphop group Dope Sandwich will
take the stage at Live Wire Music
Hall on 307 W. River St. fora CD
release party. At 10 p.m., former
Drive-By Truckers guitarist Jason
Isbell will perform with his band,
the 400 Unit, at Loco's Grill & Pub,
301W. Broughton St., tickets are
$15.

|i

*
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By Peter Griffin
Staff Reporter

entirely American. The crowd big beards, small beards and
fell silent as he approached beards from Detroit. It was
the microphone and tipped beard-o-monium in Charles
It was a dark, cold night his hat.
ton; people were going wild.
in Charleston, S.C., on Feb.
Next was the moustache
I heard shouts of "bear my
13 and the tension in the air competition, which was won children" and "beard my chil
was palpable. From the four by a man whose moustache dren." Knowing who won the
corners of the world, the best extended well past hislips and "full natural beard competi
beards and moustaches had into eternity.
tion" is irrelevant because in
assembled to do battle at the
The next competition was the ensuing pandemonium,
first ever Southeastern Beard called "Salty dog or old man we all were winners.
and Moustache Champion beard." I can't tell you who
In the midstof all this beardship. The event was spon won that one because there fueled glory I wondered how
sored by the Hnly City Beard was just too much beard to the bearded have gone from
and Moustache Society whose make a positive ID.
representing wisdom, viril
motto is "bringing back the
The "gnarliest beard" con ity and manliness to forming
'80s facial hair toCharleston,, test was won by a man known secret clubs and meeting' in
the 1880's!"
only as Dan Riddle. The real pubs.
I thought "Who are these riddle was if Dan's beard went
Even the most average men
madmen and what bit of in  oh a rampage, howmany tran are scraping their faces daily
sanity drew them to this place quilizer darts would it take to instead of standing up and
to compare chin spinach? put it down?
proudly saying, "I am' a man,
What would cause a group of
The "full natural beard" con and this is my beard!"
ordinary men to rebel against test was the big daddy of them
Yet, like loyal soldiers manthe conventions of normal so
ciety and grow these fantastic
monstrosities on their faces?"
I wasn't sure but I knewthat
I wanted to find out.
I fought my way through
the crowd in the Tin Roof, a
Charleston watering hole, to
get a closer look at titans of
facial fauna standing on the
stage.
First up was a sideburns
showdown. The first contes
tant stepped on stage in a
costume that made me think
Photo courtesy of Mallory Lawson
of Jac k the Ripper. I thought Members of the Holy City Beard and Moustache Society stand tall at the
that surely this man would first Beard and Moustache convention in C harleston, S C., on Feb. 13.
take home the gold because
his sideburns had such cha all. This was what we had all ning a doomed post, the
risma, but I was dead wrong.
come to see and let me tellyou •members of the Holy City
The next man's sideburns we were not disappointed.
Beard and Moustache Society
were so magnificent it was
There were Tennessee proudly hold their positions as
like looking into the sun. They beards that almost reached bearded guardians of a seem
were long, yet curly; they the floor, there were Forrest ingly forgotten tradition.
spoke of Scotland yet seemed Gump beards, regular beards,

By Daniel Amrhein
Staff Reporter

For the past nine years,
AASU has hosted "An Artistic
Discovery — The Annual Unit
ed States Congressional High
School Juried Art Exhibition."
As part of a larger nationwide
competition sponsored by the
Congressional Art ' Caucus,
participants not only display
work here at AASU, but also
compete to represent their dis
trict in the nation's Capitol.
Since 1981, AASU has
proudly held this event for its
congressional district. When
Savannah was cleaved in two
by the congressionaldistrict re
alignment following the 2000
United States Census, AASU
found itself with a unique op
portunity to hostboth districts'
annual exhibits. What emerged
was an exhibition boasting the
best high school work of two
districts.
Each year now, high school
students from across Georgia's
first and 12th Congressional
Districts vie for the covetedhonor of having their work se
lected to be displayed for one
full year in the corridor tunnel
in the U.S. Capitol Building.
This year, the Senior Curator
of Education at theTelfair Mu
seum of Art, Ha rry DeLorme,
will do the honors of acting ju
ror, and as such he will select
the winningworks to represent
the districts.
This exhibition is about more
than just the competition.
"Knowing where the indi
vidual student as well as the
individual program stands
allows both to acknowledge
their strengths and identify

the areas where they need to
do more work," said Dr. Tom
Cato, head of AASU Art, Music
and Theatre Department.
In addition to acting as a
growth opportunity for both
individual students and their
schools, "An Artistic Discov
ery" also permits the public a
chance to witness the artistic
aptitude of local schools.
"It isreally kind of a wonder
ful testimony to thestrength of
art education here in Savan
nah," said Professor Kip Brad
ley, AASU's Fine Arts Hall Gal
lery Curator.
"I love this exhibition," said
Mario Incorvaia, AASU Arts
Marketing Director and coor
dinator of the show. "I am al
ways amazed at the talent level
found here in the local high
schools."
"This juried exhibition pro
vides a perfect avenue for
high school student-artists
to stretch beyond the walls of
their individual schools and
interact with students and
teachers from throughout the
1st and 12th Districts," he said.
Bradley added that "a lot of
times we get in our kind of iso
lated environment, whether it
is college or high school, and
being able to be exposed to re
actions that are outside of that
can really be quite astounding
for a youngstudent."
The exhibition will run from
Feb. 8-19 in AASU's Fine Arts
Hall Gallery. A reception for
the show will be held at 2 p.m.
on Feb. 21. The galleiy, which
is free and open to the public,
is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays.
Check online for gallery pic
tures and contest updates.

Success of first'Wolfman doesn't carry over into remake
By Eric Roberts
Staff Reporter

From the beginning, "The
Wolfman" seemed to be one
of those amazing movies that
comes once in a blue moon
when the stars align and Hol
lywood decides it actually
cares about a title.
Sadly, appearances can be
deceiving.
For those unfamiliar with
the story, all I need to do is
point you toward the trailer,
which essentially shows the
entire film - Benicio Del Toro
plays Lawrence Talbot, an
English aristocrat-turned-ac
tor who has been called back
to his ancestral home by t he
malicious death of his brother
at the hands of a mysterious
beast. Just like every were
wolf movie in existence, the

story follows a pattern: The
town is in a rage; a hunt is or
ganized; the main character
is bitten, and any semblance
of order breaks as the pro
tagonist turns into a werewolf
and goes crazy at the mass ex
pense of human life.
A few good things can be
said about this movie. The
cinematography is pretty,
taking careful measures to
exhibit every shade of gray
known to man; the scenery is
put together beautifully. Hugo
Weaving as Detective Abberline is fascinatingly good, and
the score by Danny Elfman is,
well, tolerable.
That's about it, really.
As much as I hate to say it,
this movie just bleeds medi
ocrity.
The acting from everyone
was stale and boring - except

Weaving and Anthony Hop
kins. The chemistry was so
weak that it looks like every
one in the. cast met right be
fore the cameras turned on.
The writing was sloppy and
full of holes. Every five sec
onds there's some ludicrously
loud noise designed to make
you jump while simultane
ously making you deaf. The
man-to-wolf
transforma
tions looked cool in progress,
but the final Wolfman image
looks nothing short of goofy
and contrived - we're talking
an obvious rubber mask, here.
And worst of all, Del Toro
gives an awful performance.
He delivers every otherwise
heart-breaking line with all
the intensity of the average
person finding out his or her
pen has run out of ink.
"Wolfman"falls on that line

that isn't memorably good or
bad; it's purely middle-of-theroad, boring cinema. Nobody
involved seems to care about
the project, and if you really
want to shell out $10 for this,
just be prepared for confu
sion, weak storytelling, poor
acting and dozens upon doz
ens of earsplitting noise-cues.
••

2 out of 5 stars
A Universal Pictures pro
duction
Directed by Joe Johnston
Starring Benicio Del To ro,
Anthony Hopkins and Hugo
Weaving
Rated R for bloody horror
violence and gore.

Frank Connor/Courtesy
Universal Pictures/MCT
Lawrence Talbot (Benicio Del Toro)
has morphed from a human into
an unimaginable creature in the
action-horror inspired by the clas
sic Universal film that launched a
legacy of horror, "The Wolfman.".
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Crime Blotter
By Stuart Grosse
Staff Reporter

A student came to the
University Police Depart
ment (UPD) headquarters
on Feb. 7 to report that he
was missing $100 from his
wallet.
The student reported that
he had left his wallet on
the living room table of his
Compass Point apartment,
and that the front door was
unlocked.
An unknown person en
tered the unlocked apart
ment, and knocked on the
door to room C before leav
ing.
After that, the student
noticed that his $100 bill
was missing. The student
asked his roommate who
m'ay have been knocking on
the door, but the roommate
refused to tell him. Police
are investigating.
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19 Years Old
6 ft Tall, 155 lbs
Light Brown Hair
& Blue Eyes
Last seen in a gray cardigan,
jeans & Sperrys!

www.BringBryceHome.com
Driving a White 2000 Nissan
Frontier Crew Cab Short Bed
with Maine Plates: "MM"
Truck has a black grill guard,
tinted windows. Also on the
back drivers window .he has an
ATL Brav es A and the passenger
back window has an Atlanta Fal
cons symbol,
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